
Illex Lure Squirrel 76 SP Ghost Perch

Illex

Product number: IL-17035

The Illex Squirrel 76 SP lure - a versatile and 
effective lure for large perch and zander, optimised 
for clear waters and various fishing techniques.

Weight: 0.0086 kg
24,95 € * 24,95 €

Illex Squirrel 76 SP lure: The versatile pro for large perch and 
zander

Masterful fishing with twitch and jerk techniques

The Illex Squirrel 76 SP lure is characterised by its exceptional suitability for various twitch and jerk 
techniques. Its balance and design enable precise movements under water, making it ideal for targeted 
fishing for large perch and zander. It reacts sensitively to the slightest jerking movements and perfectly 
imitates the behaviour of an injured prey fish.

Optimum performance in a wide variety of waters

Whether in shallow streams or deep lakes - the Squirrel 76 SP shows its strengths in a wide variety of 
waters. Its effectiveness is unsurpassed, especially in clear water, where its lifelike movements and colours 
attract the attention of the fish.

Frenetic movements for maximum attraction

With a length of 7.6 cm and a weight of 8.6 g, the Squirrel 76 SP is perfectly sized to attract larger prey fish 
throughout the season. Its suspended swimming behaviour and swimming depth of 0.5 - 1.0 m allow for 
flexible use.

Ideal for large perch and zander
Sensitive to jerking movements, imitates injured prey fish



Effective in a variety of waters, from shallow streams to deep lakes
Unrivalled performance in clear water
Versatile in use: twitching, jerking, speed
Part of the renowned Illex and Jackall brands

Convincing even in clear water

The special design of the Squirrel 76 SP makes it a favourite, even in clear water where fish are particularly 
wary. Its realistic appearance and subtle movements fool even the shyest fish.

Versatility in use: twitching, jerking, speed

What makes the Squirrel 76 SP special is its versatility. Whether twitching, jerking or fast cranking - this 
lure adapts to your technique. It shows its strengths particularly in clear water and attracts perch, zander and 
asp.

Quality and confidence: Illex and Jackall

As part of the renowned Illex and Jackall brands, the Squirrel 76 SP stands for quality and trust. Its robust 
construction and the precise tuning of its running characteristics reflect the expertise and experience of these 
leading manufacturers. Thanks to its robust construction, the Illex Squirrel 76 SP guarantees a long service 
life. It can withstand tough fishing conditions and remains reliable and effective even after numerous uses.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=d9edff50bcbbd6a5ec9b4106d01e4319

